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In this paper we shall show that every linear regular diffusion is a 
pathwise limit of processes which are rather simple in nature. These simple 
processes, which may be considered to be the basic building blocks of a 
general diffusion, are called stretched Brownian motions. They behave like 
Brownian motion except that the variance is a constant which depends on 
the region of the state space in which the particle is located, and there are a 
finite number of such regions. The precise description of stretched Brownian 
motion, its characteristics, and the convergence theorem are presented in 
Section 1. 
Processes called stretched random walks are defined in Section 2. These 
processes have the characteristics of a symmetric random walk with variance 
CJ~ when they are located in (xi, xi+ ,), where -co < x1 < ..a < xk < co, and 
when they reach xi they have probability pi of moving to the right of xi and 
probability qi = 1 -pi of moving to the left of xi. It will be shown that every 
stretched Brownian motion is a weak limit of stretched random walks, and 
this in turn will imply the existence of a sequence of stretched random walks 
that converge weakly to a general given diffusion. The last topic deals with 
the time change T (called natural time), relative to Brownian motion, 
associated with a given scale function S. A particle undergoing the diffusion 
X = S- ‘BT then moves as closely as possible to a particle undergoing 
motion which imitates Rrownian motion in the sense that its traversal time is 
quadratic. 
The convergence theorem in Section 1 motivated a more general limit 
theorem (which we present in 121) involving processes obtained from 
Brownian motion undergoing time changes which do not necessarily arise 
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from additive functionals. In this setting local time cannot be used and the 
arguments become rather technical, as opposed to the analysis in this paper 
where the pathwise limit in Section 1 is immediate from Trotter’s theorem on 
the continuity of local time. The limit theorem in Section 1 complements the 
deep results obtained by Knight [6] and Stone [lo], who also used local 
time in considering the problem of obtaining diffusions as a limit of simple 
processes. 
1. STRETCHED BROWNIAN MOTION 
First of all, we shall give a loose description of the simplest type of 
stretched Brownian motion. Let a > 0 be fixed. Imagine a particle whose 
movement is governed in the following manner: If the particle is situated 
strictly to the left of zero in the state space, let it undergo ordinary 
(standard) Brownian motion B(t, w). When the particle is strictly to the right 
of zero, stretch the state space by a and alter the time by the factor l/a’, so 
strictly to the right of zero, it behaves, due to scaling, like ordinary Brownian 
motion. Let X” denote this process (see Fig. 1). 
At first glance, it appears as though X” is ordinary Brownian motion, 
however, this is not the case, as can be seen by computing its scale function. 
A moment’s reflection shows that the probability of X” hitting b before 4, 
___- __-----_- B(.,-) 
H/2 -- 
b 
A/4 B C/4 
X”(-,u) ; a = l/2 
FIG. 1. X” is obtained from B, assuming I?(., w) is permitted a nice trajectory; A, B,..., 
denote the sojourn times of the trajectory to the right and to the left of zero. 
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b > 0 starting at zero, is the same as ordinary Brownian motion starting at 
zero and hitting b/a before -b. Thus P,,(X” hits b before -b) = a/(1 + a). 
This shows that X”, for a # I, is not Brownian motion. Presently, we will 
give a rigorous description of X”, but from the above, it is clear that zero 
(any other point in the state space could have been selected) acts like an 
internal boundary point. The scale function of X” consists of two straight 
lines with a break or corner at the origin; the speed measure is Lebesgue 
measure on (-a, 0) and a multiple of ‘Lebesgue measure on (0, co). 
Intuitively, X” is a Brownian traveller to the left and to the right of zero, and 
when it hits zero it receives a kick, due to the stretch a, which gives the 
particle a probability of a/(1 + a) of moving to the right: more precisely (see 
Corollary l), p,,(X”(t) > 0) = a/(1 + a), for every t > 0. Consider now a 
more general diffusion. Let x,, < x1 < .a. < xk be given. We can generalize 
the above construction to obtain a diffusion whose scale function is linear in 
the regions (-co, x,], [xi, xi+ i], [ xk, co) and whose time change, relative to 
Brownian motion, is obtained by multiplying Brownian time by a constant, 
where the constant depends upon the region [xi, xi+ ,]. 
Ito and McKean [7] defined a process called skewed Brownian motion 
which has recently attracted much attention. This process is derived from B 
by randomly flipping the excursions of ] B ) by means of a biased coin. When 
the particle undergoing skewed Brownian motion hits zero, its probability of 
moving to the right is p, the probability of obtaining a head from the biased 
coin on that particular excursion; when away from zero, skewed Brownian 
motion behaves like ordinary Brownian motion. However, as pointed out by 
Walsh [ 111, Ito and McKean’s argument that skewed Brownian motion is a 
diffusion is circular. Walsh mentions that a pathwise construction can be 
given by using Ito’s theory of point processes, but the construction is 
intricate. 
The convergence theorem stated in this section in a sense justifies the 
current interest in X” since, loosely speaking, every stretched Brownian 
motion is made up of processes X”. 
We believe that the process X” captures the essence of skewed Brownian 
motion since pO(Xa(t) > 0) = a/(a + l), and it has the advantage of clearly 
being a diffusion since it arises from a simple scale and time change of B(t), 
as will be shown. The special case X” of stretched Brownian motion has also 
been observed, in different contexts, by Rosenkrantz [9], Portinko [8], 
Harrison and Shepp [5]. Harrison and Shepp originally arrived at X” by 
considering a process which satisfies X(t)=B(t)+a/z(t), where /t(e) is the 
local time at zero of the unknown process X(f). They discuss X(t) in terms of 
a solution of a stochastic differential equation. We urge the reader to study 
this interesting paper. Mention should also be made of other charac- 
terizations of skewed Brownian motion in terms of martingales (assuming 
skewed Brownian motion is a diffusion) and results concerning the discon- 
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tinuous local time (p # i) of skewed Brownian motion by Walsh [ 111. An 
interesting discussion of the “roundhouse singularity” is given in the epilogue 
of [ll]. 
We shall first examine the construction of X”. The terminology 
concerning diffusions is taken from [3, 4, 71. If we stretch the state space by 
a when the particle is to the right of zero, the time must be altered by a 
factor of l/a* for proper scaling, hence the additive functional we need to 
obtain the process is 
where f(x) = a if x > 0 and f(x) = 1 if x < 0. A(., w) is continuous and 
strictly increasing on a set of full measure (in Dynkin’s terminology). If 
7’(t, w) = A -‘(t, w), where all paths are restricted to the above set of full 
measure, then it is clear that the process we described above is given by 
xap, w) = h{W(t, WI, w)), 
where h(x) = ax if x > 0 and h(x) = x for x < 0. Note that the fact that X” is 
a diffusion follows from the general theory of time changes induced by 
additive functionals [ 31. 
In general, let x, < x2 < .‘.- < xk. Define 
where air pi > 0. Next, let 
A(& w) =r; g(B(s, w)) ds. 
Finally, define 
X(4 w) = h{B,(qt, w), w)), 
where T(t, w) is the inverse of the additive functional A(t, w), h(x) = 
If f(y) dy, and B, is Brownian motion starting at z. 
X(t) is called stretched Browniun motion (starting at h(z)). X” 
corresponds to the case k= 1, x, = 0, /I, = ai = a2, a, = 1. The scale 
function of X(t) is h-‘, whose graph is the polygonal line having slope l/ai 
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between h(xi) and h(x,+,). When pi = ai, call X(t) natural stretched 
Brownian motion. 
We compute the speed measure m of X” as follows: Since the process 
behaves like Brownian motion away from zero, the expected time, starting at 
s > 0. to leave the interval (c, d), 0 < c < x < d, is cd + cx - x2 - xd, hence 
the derivative, with respect to h-‘(x), of the expected time is 
a(-d + c - 2x); this implies the speed measure of (c, d] is 2u times the 
Lebesgue measure of (c, d]. For intervals to the left of zero, the speed 
measure is twice Lebesgue measure. Since the particle does not spend any 
positive time at zero, m((O}) = 0. Hence m(A) = 2 I,, J 
To calculate the speed measure of a stretched Brownian motion given by 
X = hBT, h = jfdx, T-‘(t) = A(t) = jb g(B,) ds, where f and g have been 
defined earlier, let us first calculate the expected time X(f) exits from the 
interval [a, bl, given that X is at J’, a <,r < b. Assume h(x) =y and 
x, <.v<x,, x, < h ‘(a) < h-‘(b) < x2. Since scale functions are determined 
up to affine transformations, assume that the scale function h ’ of X passes 
through 0 at h(x,) and has slope l/a, between h(x,) and h(x,). Now we are 
interested in the expected time S(C//~,) exits from [h ~ ‘(a), h - ’ (b) ] starting 
from h-‘(y), which is equal to the expected time B(f) exits from [a fl/a, . 
b d&/a, I starting at YdKla,; this expected time is 
/3,/a:(b), -y* + a)’ - ab). Taking the derivative of this expression with 
respect to the scale function h ‘, we obtain @,/a,)(-2j~ + b + a). This 
function generates 2P,/a, times Lebesgue measure in the interval 
[h(x,), h(s,)]. The speed measure for X in other regions are handled in a 
similar fashion. 
Feller’s theorem states that if 4 E I”(r,), then r,$ = (d/dm)(d’#/(dh - I)), 
where r, is the infinitesimal generator of X”. If 4” is continuous and 
bounded on R - (O), then (T,#)(x) = (f) #“( -) x since the process is locally 
Brownian at x # 0. Continuity of r,d implies #“(O+) = #“(O-). Note that 
the measure induced by d+#/(dh-‘) has value a#‘(@ - $‘(-a) on (461, 
and this value is also given by I?, m(dx). Letting 6 40, we 
conclude that a#‘(O+) = $‘(O-) if 4 E G(r,). Note that reflected Brownian 
motion /B\ is, in a sense, the limit of X” as a + co; hence for Q to belong to 
Q(f,,,), we must have #‘(O+) = 0 and (r,,,#)(O) = (l/2) +4”(0+). The 
calculations for the scale function and speed measure for the general 
stretched Brownian motion are carried out in a similar fashion. 
Suppose now that Z(f) is a regular linear diffusion with the real line as its 
state space and scale function S. Then .SZ(t) is a regular diffusion in natural 
scale with a unique speed measure which we denote by m. Let Q = C[O, co) 
be endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, B, is 
Wiener measure, starting at x, defined on the Bore1 field of R. Let 1(t,y, bv) 
denote local time for Brownian motion. Define the additive functional 
A(t, w) = .l A(t, y, w) m(dy), w E G, f > 0, and let T denote the inverse of A. 
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By Trotter’s theorem [7], there exists a set a,-, c a such that B&2,) = 1 for 
each x and A(., ., w) is jointly continuous in t and y for ‘each w  E 0, ; also 
A(., w) is continuous and strictly increasing for each w  E 0,. Henceforth, all 
paths w  will be confined to Q,. If Q, is the Bso.) distribution of the mapping 
w(.)+ S-‘{w(T(., w))}, then in the terminology of [4], {Q,},,R is a 
diffusion with a scale function S and speed measure m. 
There exists a sequence of measures m, on the real line satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) m,(A) = J, f,(x) du, where f, = Ci<i<j, all,!, and a; > 0, --CO = 
ai <a: < -.a <a;n=co,I;=(a~-‘_,,a;),witha:=a;n=l; 
(ii) m, aC m, that is, j 4 dm, + ld dm, for every continuous function 
on R having compact support. 
Let S, be a sequence of scale functions each of which is piecewise linear 
such that S,(x) + S(x) f or each x. Without loss of generality we may and 
shall assume that each S, is linear on the intervals Jy ,..., Jf”, and that these 
intervals reline the intervals corresponding to f,. Let Ql: be the diffusion 
which is defined by S, and m,, that is, if A,(& w) = If,(y)I(t,y, w) dy = 
j W, A 4 m,W), and T,, is the inverse of A,,, then Qt is the Bsncx, 
distribution of the mapping w(e)+ S;‘{w(T,(s, w))}. Note th‘at (Q:),.R is a 
stretched Brownian motion for each n. 
To show that (Q:):‘, converges weakly to Q,, we need to prove that 
JdQ,=lim,hdQ~ f or every bounded function g which is continuous on 
0. This is equivalent to showing 
li,ml g((S; ‘T,, J,)(w)) BOW) =( d(S; ‘To J&w)) Bddw), 
where J,,: f2 + R is defined by J,,(w) = w(e) + S,(x) and (S; ‘T,,J,)(w) is the 
curve whose value at f is S;‘{J,(w)(T,(t, J,(w))}. Here we set S = S,, 
T = To. Since g is bounded, it suffices to show that g(S;‘T,J,) -+‘O 
g(S;‘T,J,). However, a much stranger result holds, namely, 
(*) (S;‘T,J,)(w)(-)+ (S;‘T;‘J,)(w)(.) uniformly on compact time 
sets. To see this, observe that 
A,@, J,(W)) =I A(t,y, S,(x) + w) m,(dy) 
= I [4& Y, S,(x) + w) - WY, S,(x) + WI m,W) 
+I W, Y, S,(x) + w) m,(dv) 
= I,(w) + I,(w). 
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Since A(t, a, w) is uniformly continuous on compacts, (m,), is uniformly 
bounded on each compact set, and L(t, ., w) vanishes outside of a compact 
set, we see that I,(w) + 0. Since m, +-c m, I-,(w) -+A(t, Jo(w)), hence 
(**I T”(h J”(W)) -+ ~o(4 Jo(w)). 
Each T,(., w) is continuous and strictly increasing, thus the convergence in 
(**) is uniform on compact time intervals. Finally, since each S;’ is 
continuous and strictly increasing, (*) follows. A similar argument shows 
that if the processes (X,(t)):==, are defined on R by X,(t)(w) = 
S;‘( w(T,(t, w)}, then X,(., w) -+ X,,(., w) uniformly on compact time 
intervals for each w  E a,. Note that X,,(t) is distributionally equivalent to 
Z(t). With the convention that we refer all linear diffusions to its canonical 
representative on 0, we have 
THEOREM 1. Every regular linear dlruusion is the almost sure pathwise 
limit of a sequence of stretched Brownian motions, where the limit is uniform 
on compact time intervals. 
2. DIFFUSIONS.AS A LIMIT OF STRETCHED RANDOM WALKS 
In this section we shall consider a random walk approximation to 
stretched Brownian motion. Our detailed description will deal with X”; once 
this is done, it will be clear how the general stretched Brownian motion is to 
be approximated. We mention that Harrison and Shepp [5] have also 
recently obtained a random walk approximation to X” by methods 
somewhat different from those presented here. Walsh [ 111, under the 
assumption that Ito and McKean’s skewed Brownian motion is a diffusion, 
derived the transition probabilities of X”. Our method uses a random walk 
argument since we do not have Corollary 1 as an immediate consequence of 
the definition of X”. As we mentioned in Section 1, since PO(X”(t) = b before 
-4) = a/(a + 1) =p, it is natural to approximate X” by a random walk 
which, when away from zero, is symmetric and when it hits zero it has 
probability p to go to the right and probability q = 1 -p to go to the left. 
Consider a fixed probability space (Q, Sr, P) which supports the processes 
described below. 
c, 3 (2 ,...v are iid random variables with P(& = 1) = P([, = -1) = $ ; 
yi, w2,..., are iid random variables, independent from the first process, 
satisfying P(w, = 1) =p and P(t+~i = -1) = 1 -p, 0 <p < 1. 
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Let 9 be the partition of R defined by the points 
{x, k/n, k = 0, f 1, f2 )... }, 
with partition intervals (a,, k = f 1, 52 ,... ), where 6,) 6, ,..., are the first, 
second,..., partition intervals to the right -of x, and 6_, , &, ,..., are the first, 
second,..., partition intervals to the left of x. 1 Sil denotes the length of the 
partition interval 6{. 
Define 
to k+lPk+l I$Jk+,l-‘(f- b4J/% + ... + /~,,12/%lh 
for 
t E [ld,,l’/u, t **’ t 14Q12h 143,12b, + *** + l&Ik+,12/%+ll¶ 
where 
8, =p, + ... +p/(, 
and 
P -c &+I- ktl, if xtP,l~,,lt~~~tpkl~~~/ZO, 
= 
~k+l~ otherwise. 
We interpret p1 16, ,I + ..a + pk jdokl = 0 if k = 0. Next, we define the ok 
appearing above as follows: If 
M k+l=X+~,~B~,~+.“+Pk+,~BBk+,/>O’ 
then set uk+, = a,/fi; if Mk+, < 0, then (I&+, = a,/&. Finally, if 
M k+l=O, set uk+,=uk. 
This defines the process X,(r) starting at every x E R, and X,,(t) has 
continuous trajectories. When we set a0 =& = 1 and a, = a, j?, = a2, we 
obtain an approximation to X”. 
In general, given a stretched Brownian motion X = hBT, where h and T 
are given in Section 1, one can construct a random walk approximation in a 
similar fashion-for example, in the state space regions xi-, < xi < xi+, , 
determine the different variances for X viewed as a Brownian motion in 
(xi,Xi+l) and (xi-,,x,); h w en constructing the random walk, when the 
particle moves in either of these regions, the speed of the particle should be 
the corresponding standard deviation times the reciprocal of the distance 
traveled, and the ci are used. When the particle hits xi, then I# are to be 
used, P(IJ$) = 1) =pi and P(I@ = -1) = 1 -pi, where pi is determined by 
the break in the graph of h at (xi, h(x,)). Call these random walks stretched 
random walks, and natural stretched random walks if the variances are all 
one. 
We construct now X,(t) in detail in the case of three space regions (the 
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general case is similar) given by R, = (-co, x,), R, = (x1, x2), R, = (x,, oo), 
where -a3 <x, <x,< co. Again consider a fixed probability space 
(fz,.F, P) which supports the following processes described below. Let 
r, 1 i, 1...1 be iid random variables with P(& = 1) = P(& = - 1) = f and let 
(I&, (WA) be sequences of iid random variables independent of each other 
and of (i,), with P(v’, = 1) =pj, P(w’, = -1) = 1 -pj, where p,i = 
aj/(aj + ai+ ,), j = 0, 1. Define the partition P = (x, x,, x,, k/n, k = 0. i 1, 
f2,...], and the 6, partition intervals indexed with respect to their position to 
the right and left of .X as before. Define X,(t) exactly as before, for t 
belonging to the appropriate time interval, where 
P -5 ktl- ktl if .~tp,Iijg,/+...+Pkl~B~lERi, 
i = 1. 2. 3. and where 
Pktl=V/:+l if x+~,16~,~+~~~+p~~6,,~=x, 
-'y:+* if x +pI IS,J + *.+ +pk jdeJ =-x2. 
We still need to indicate the definition of ok, which is done as follows: if 
M ktlERi, then dktI=ai/&. i=l,2,3, and if Mkt,=x, or x2, then 
u ktl =‘k. 
THEOREM 2. Euerv strerched Brownian motion is the weak limit of 
stretched random walks. Hence euery regular diffusion is a weak limit of 
stretched random walks. 
Proof. Consider first the simple stretched Brownian motion X” with the 
corresponding stretched random walks X,(r) defined above. Let (Q:), be the 
measures induced on C/O, 11 by X,(t) starting at X. Observe, first of all, that 
(Q:) is tight. To prove this, consider IX,,(t)l, This is the polygonal process 
associated with a reflected symmetric random walk. Using Donsker’s 
theorem, we see that IX,(t)\ * IB(t)l, w h ere B is standard Brownian motion 
and * denotes weak convergence. We shall use the following theorem [ 11: 
(Qt), is tight if and only if 
(i) For every ?I > 0 there exists a b such that 
(Q!J (w: 1 w(O)1 > 6) < q for each n; 
and 
(ii) For each E, v > 0, there exists an h > 0 and an n, such that 
Q: (w: 6,(w) > E) < I], for m > n,. 
Here, ~,JM’) = sup{1 w(s) - w(f)11 1s - cl < h), h < 1. 
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Obviously, (i) holds in our case. To prove that (ii) holds, simply observe 
that 6,(w) < 26,(] w]), and apply the above theorem to the measures induced 
by I-UOI- 
Next, let S,;(t) denote the symmetric random walk, where pk = &. We will 
use the following equality: For A c [0, co), 
Po(Xn(t) E A) E P(X&) E A, X,(O) = 0) = 2pP,(S,(t) E A). (1) 
This can be deduced by observing that, if r = time of the last visit to 0 in 
[0, t], then P,,(X,(t) E A, r = 1) = 2pP,(S,(t) E A, r = r). In particular, 
PO(X,(t) > 0) =p, for t > 0, since the zeros of S, and X,, are the same. Using 
Donsker’s theorem again, we have lim, PO(X,(t) E A) = 2pB,(x(t) E A), 
where x(r)(w) = w(t), and A c [0, co). If A c (-a~, 01, we have 
lim, PO(X,(t) E A) = 2( 1 - p) B,(x(t) E A). 
Let Q, be a weak limit point of (Qz),. The Q, distribution of x(t) can 
have only countably many atoms, hence for all but at most a countable 
number of 0 < a ( b, Q,,(x(t) E [a, b]) = 2pB,(x(f) E [a, b]). A similar result 
holds for intervals to the left of zero. Hence 
Q&W E dy) = 2plfi ev(-y*/(2t)) & 
= 2(P - 1 I/@ exp(-y */(W) 45 
Y > 0, 
y < 0. 
(2) 
Next, take x > 0. If t is the time of the last zero of X, in [O, t], if it exists, 
r = +co, otherwise, then if A c (0, 00) and A ‘is A reflected, P,(X,(t) E A) = 
P,(X,(t) E A, r = co) + P,(X,(t) E A, r ( co). By the reflection principle, 
P,(X,(t) E A, r = co) = Z’@,,(t) E A, S, positive on [0, t]) = PJS,,(t) E A) - 
Px(S,(Q E A*). Also P,(X,(t) E A, T < co) = Cl P,(X,,(r) E A, z = 1) = 
2p 2, Px(S,(t) E A, r = I) = 2pP,(S,(f) E A, S, hits 0 before t) = 
2pP,(S,(t) E A’). If Q, is a weak limit of (Q’J, passing to the limit along a 
subsequence we obtain 
Q&W E A) = l/6 IA bp(-0 -x)*/PO) - exp(-(y +x)*/(W)] dy 
+ 2p/@ J exp(-(y + x)*/(2t) &. 
A 
Hence, for x, y > 0 
Q,<.W E dy) = l/fi[ew(-(y - x)*/W 
+ (2~ - 1) exp(-(v +X)*/WI du. (3) 
Similar reasoning yields, for x, y < 0, the above formula with (1 - 2p) 
replacing (2p - 1) in (3). 
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If x < 0 and A c (0, co), with r defined above, then 
P,(X,(C) E A) = P,(X,(t) E A, t < co) = c, P,(X,(t) E A 1 7 = 1) P,(z = Z) 
= C[ 2pP,(S,(t - Z) E A) P,(s = 1) = 2pP,(S,(t) E A). 
Hence, if x < 0 and y > 0, 
Q,W E &I = 2~plfi ev(-(x -I)‘/). (4) 
If x > 0 and y ( 0, the formula (4) holds with 2(1 -p) replacing 2p. 
The finite dimensional distributions of x(t) relative to Q can be calculated 
in a similar fashion and it is seen that x(t) is a Markov process. The above 
formulas for the transition probabilities show x(t) has a Feller-continuous 
semigroup, hence (Q,) is a strong Markov process, that is, a diffusion. Also, 
r, = r,. For x # 0, (r&(x) = ff”(x) iff” is bounded and continuous on 
R - (0). For f described above,f(O) = 0, 
w~ovw))) = 2Plf Jrn N,(Y) dY + 2(1 -P)bI” N,(Y) 44 (5) 
0 -cc 
where N,(y) = l/m exp(--y2/2t); y,(y) = (l/G) N,(y). Equation (5) is 
equal to, for a > 0, 
(6) 
where 6, --f 0 and J0 + 0 as a --t 0. For each a, the second and fourth terms 
converge as t --+ 0. The sum of the first and third terms in (6) is 
( 2pf’(O+) - 2(1 -p)f’(O-) + 6, + s, NJ; fi )i d O YN, (Y> 44 
which shows that pf’(O+) = (1 -p)f’(O-), or af’(O+) =f’(O-), where 
p = o/(1 + a), if (r,f)(O) exists. Hence r, = l-c. 
Alternately, we could have argued that since Q, is locally Brownian, 
x # 0, and since Po(X,(t) hits 1 before -1) =p (hence Qo(x(t) hits 1 before 
-1) =p), that a scale function for Q is S(x) =x, x < 0, S(x) = (( 1 -p)/p)x, 
x > 0, which is also a scale function for X”; the speed measure of Q can be 
shown to be equal to the speed measure of X” by observing that away from 
zero Q is locally Brownian. This shows that Q and X” have the same scale 
functions and speed measures and are therefore equal. 
In the case X(t) is a general stretched Brownian motion, one can prove in 
a similar fashion tightness and finite dimensional convergence of the 
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distributions of the corresponding stretched random walks. This proves the 
first part of the theorem. If X(t) is a regular diffusion, there exist X,(t), 
stretched Brownian motions such that X,(t) *X(t), by Section 1. But, for 
each n, there exist Wr 3m X,(t), where W:(t) is a stretched random walk. 
Since weak convergence is metric, it follows that X(t) is the weak limit of 
stretched random walks. 1 
COROLLARY 1. For any t, P&X”(t) > 0) = a/(a + 1). 
ProoJ Corollary 1 follows from Eq. (1) of the proof of Theorem 2. 
3. NATURAL TIME 
Let S be a given scale function S: R + R, where the mapping is onto. If a 
diffusion has S as its scale function, what would its time change, relative to 
Brownian motion, be in order that a particle undergoing the diffusion move, 
as much as possible, in a Brownian fashion? To motivate this, let 
X= S’BT. We want to find conditions on T so that X(t) locally has 
Brownian characteristics. It can be expected, neglecting infinitesimals, 
t, - to = (X(tl) -X(t,))’ = [S-‘B(T(t,, w) - S?B(T(t,, IV))]‘. 
Dividing both sides of (7) by [B(T(t,, w)) - B(T(t,, w)]*, and using 
T(t,, w) - T(t,, w) = [B(T(t,, w)) - B(T(t,, w))]*, 
we obtain, by allowing t, + to, 
where so = T(t,, w), and A is the inverse of T. 
Hence, A should satisfy 
A@, w)=f [S’(S-‘(B(u, w)))]-‘du. 
0 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Given a scale function S, the time change T = A ~ ’ defined by (4) is called 
the natural time associated with S. 
As a further illustration, we show that for a piecewise linear scale 
function, the time change for stretched Brownian motion corresponding, in 
the notation of Section 1, to the pi = czf case, leads to (10). Let S be a 
piecewise linear scale function with breaks at y, < yz < + .. < y, with slopes 
l/a,, l/a, ,..., l/a, in the corresponding regions. 
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and 
h-1 
g-all 0 (- W.S(.v,)) + ;, afl,S,.vi,..S~yi+,,, + ak l,SC~kLrr~~. 
Let X= UT, where h(x) = l;J S = hP’, T- ’ =A, where 
A(t) = f g(B,) ds. 
0 
This gives a process which behaves like Brownian motion in the state space 
regions (-a..?i)? (?‘i9.v;+i)? (?ik? 03). 
Note that 
g(W)=\‘ lSWr2 l,.sc~,,.s,r.,~,,,(S(Z))~ 
or 
g(i) = Is’w’Kw2. 
Thus A satisfies (10). 
Let .‘i be the class of all scale functions S having a second derivative 
existing such that there exists a sequence of polygonal piecewise linear 
approximations S, converging pointwise to S satisfying 
(*I I‘ f,y I_ .&I 0” R, ‘(.) ‘(.I 
where f,, = [ SA(S; ‘)I-‘. So = S, and l,.,f, is finite on compact sets. 
We shall show that if S E .‘i and X= S’. ‘BT, where T is natural time 
associated with S, then there exists a sequence of natural stretched Brownian 
motions and natural stretched random walks converging weakly to X. 
Intuitively, we interpret the condition S E .i as follows: when S becomes 
flat in a region, it is harder for the particle under any time change to move 
as if it were a Brownian traveller, so one would expect some conditions on 
S’. 
Let S = So E .7 and assume that (S,) is the sequence of piecewise linear 
scale functions converging to S satisfying (*). As in Section 1 we shall work 
on Q,,. Define 
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where m, = 1 f,, and the f, are defined in (*). Since m, * m,, we see, as in 
Section 1, that if 
where T, is the inverse of A,, then the natural stretched Brownian motions 
X,(t) converge pathwise to X,,(t) uniformly on compact time intervals, for 
w  E a,,. Since each natural stretched Brownian motion is the weak limit of 
natural stretched random walks, by the results in Section 2, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let S be a scale function belonging to 9. There exists a 
sequence of natural stretched Brownian motions X,, and natural stretched 
random walks Y,, such that X, converges pathwise almost surely to X,, 
uniformly on compact time intervals, and Y,, converges weakly to X0, where 
X0 is a d@iision with a scale function S and time change, relative to 
Brownian motion, the natural time associated with S. 
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